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Citizens Conservation Services Accredited by NAESCO 

 
Ameresco today announces its accreditation by the National Association of Energy 
Services Companies (NAESCO)as an energy services provider (ESP). Ameresco joins 
the ranks of its peers as a nationally recognized leader delivering quality and value to its 
customers. All companies have to meet rigorous standards established by NAESCO 
and undergo a thorough examination of their core competencies and business practices 
by an independent panel. Ameresco and its subsidiaries have met these core 
competencies with a track record of successes dating back approximately 30 years. 
NAESCO promotes the benefits of energy efficiency, including distributed resources 
and energy procurement, in a changing market and backs this commitment by working 
with vendors to assure the quality of services and products. “We are very pleased to 
welcome Ameresco to the elite group of NAESCO accredited companies.”, said Terry 
Singer, NAESCO Executive Director, “The accreditation process recognizes the ability 
of companies like Ameresco to deliver competently a range of services in a manner 
consistent with good business practices. Customers can feel comfortable that the award 
of accreditation is premised on a careful review of company experience in meeting its 
commitments to previous customers and delivering quality services.” In earning 
accreditation, Ameresco has been determined to possess the technical and managerial 
competence to develop a full range of comprehensive energy efficiency projects, and 
the competence to provide a full range of energy services including energy audits; 
project financing; design engineering; operations and maintenance services; the 
verification of energy savings; and energy procurement consulting. Based in 
Framingham, Ameresco supplies independent energy solutions that deliver long-term 
customer value through innovative systems, strategies and technology. Ameresco’s 
customers include: Fortune 500 companies, both commercial and industrial; schools 
and universities; public and private housing ; state, local and federal agencies; 
healthcare facilities and much more. 
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